KEY BENEFITS

HYBRID 50

LigaTurf HYBRID 50 is based on the LigaTurf
HYBRID 60 system with 10mm less pile; also
incorporating a shock pad layer and reduced rubber
infill.
LigaTurf HYBRID 50 solution performs to the
criteria set by FIFA Quality Program One & Two
Star, and AFL / Cricket Australia. LigaTurf HYBRID
50 fibre, infill and shock pad combination is the
same as what was independently Lisport tested
(simulated wear) to 150,000 cycles attesting to
its true durability.

LigaTurf HYBRID 50 synthetic turf is designed with
both fibrillated and monofilament sports yarns. The
combination of monofilament and fibrillated into the one
football turf product allows it to offer the advantages
of each yarn: fibrillated for durability, monofilament for
resilience.

SYSTEM
STRUCTURE
LAYERS

Safety: Performance benefits of the underlying Proplay
shock pad incorporate shock absorption with drainage
capabilities meeting shock absorption and critical fall
height measures for all ages and standards of play.
Functionality: Infill ratio 6-parts sand to 1-part
rubber is designed for the sand to stabilise and firm the
grass system to take advantage of the performance
characteristics of the shock pad. The lower SBR infill
content reduces heat build-up and surface radiation.
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Usage

‘Grounds for
Success’

Heavy

Moderate

Light

Hours per week

60

40

20

Recommended
resurface time (yrs)

7-9

9-10

10+

OUR DIFFERENCE

Areas of Use
Training facilities
Professional and amateur clubs

LigaTurf HYBRID 50 has been developed to meet the
performance criteria for football turf combining durability
and resilience of the turf fibres complimented by reduced
SBR infill content for reduced splash and surface heat.
The modular shock pad layer in instrumental for shock
absorption and promotes critical fall height performance,
is re-useable in future turf replacements and has vertical
drainage capabilities.

LigaTurf HYBRID 50 football turf system design
incorporated with the unique and innovative rigid flow
cell ensures vertical drainage to a horizontal cell reservoir
allowing water to be channeled laterally to a perimeter
storm water system. The investment benefit removes all
drainage infrastructure under the field that will encounter
differential settlement over time. This strong focus on
system development provides confidence for our clients
that our surfaces are not only built to look good and play
well, but are also built to last.
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Accelerated testing confirms that LigaTurf
HYBRID 50 yarn has set unmatched new
standards for resilience and durability.

Fibre shape
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1

50mm pile height combination of
fibrillated tape for durability and
monofilament for resilience.

2

Recycled SBR proven performance
infill.
Kiln dried silica sand stabilising infill.

3

Exclusive Qualiback ‘Hybrid
Emulsion’ secondary backing;
for superior seam strength.
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Proplay modular shock pad layer for
sports performance absorption and
fall height.

5

Drainage cell system removes all
infrastructure under the field.

